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ABSTRACT 
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Major  : English and Literature Department 

Faculty : Adab and Humanities 

Title :“Supernatural Aspect in James Wan‟s Movie “The Conjuring II” 

Supervisor I : Serliah Nur 

Supervisor II : Masykur Rauf 

 

This research discussed about Supernatural Aspect which aimed to describe 

the supernatural aspect in the movie of the conjuring II by James Wan. This research 

applied qualitative method in revealing the data. This research based on Dunwich 

theory about Supernatural Aspect. The researcher used note taking as instrument to 

get the valid data. The researcher found that there were five kinds of supernatural 

aspects in James Wan’s movie “The Conjuring II”, those are True Tales of Ghost and 

Hunting, Spiritualism, Possession, Obsession, Exorcism, Spells and Sorcery, and 

Ghostly Supertitions. The researcher revealed that this showed five kinds of 

supernatural in this movie. 

 

Keywords: Supernatural Aspect, Conjuring II, James Wan. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Study Background 

Literature is the result of author’s though and feeling, through expression 

with social life or their community in their surroundings, which are the put into 

language become a work or literary works. Syafi’i (2013:21) mentions that Literature 

can be divided into two major categories, they are fiction and non-fiction. Fiction is 

literary works that is not based on true story some example are short story, poetry, 

drama, movie. Non-fiction is literary works that is based on the true story for example 

personal essay, history, biography and autobiography. Movie as one of fiction literary 

is not only made based on imagination, but also directed to break up the facts that 

always faced has become a medium to describe about human life now. 

One of the most interesting movie is horror movie. This kind of movie can 

challenge the watchers who are usually involving fear when watching it. Clarence 

(2013:45) says  that In the movie, many genres had known as well as action, 

adventure, comedy, fantasy, historical, horror, Sci-Fi. Thus, the movie genres often 

mix genre like horror-comedy, western-comedy, horror-science fiction set forth in a 

folk tale, legends or things like myth, a myth in this case is often associated with the 

supernatural. 

Talking about supernatural, Murray (1998:5) explains that supernatural 

means that some power which is not natural and that it is outside the order of nature 
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on account of direct divine intervention. The God does not normally intervene in the 

workings of nature so that the supernatural is not a kind of explanation for things we 

do not understand. Supernatural events such as prophecy and miracles occur only for 

the sake of salvation and free gift of a personal god, who is distinct from the created 

universe. 

As the extension, Smith (2000:17) says that supernatural can be said as one 

of fictions often associated with the paranormal. It includes ghosts, extraordinary 

human abilities or fantasy creatures. The term supernatural refers to things that cannot 

be explained by rational or scientific means. 

There are some phenomena in human life and still believed by society in the 

world. For example phenomena of paranormal as well as full mystery, magic and 

supernatural. in America, people are still closely with some rituals, one of which is to 

believe that a dance can protect them from some danger, which is where the dance is 

often called theghost dance ceremony (Dunwich, 2010:41). Meanwhile, In indonesia, 

some people still believe in my mystical things, they have a mythical belief that the 

spirits of the deceased may be invited to communicate (Sutiyono, 2006:7). 

As for in Qur’an surah Al-An’am verse 112, Allah Swt says: 
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Translation : 

“Thus have we appointed unto every prophet an adversary devil of 

humankind and jinn who inspire in one another plausible discourse through 

guile. If they lord willed, they would not do so: so leave them alone with their 

devising”. (Al-Mubarakfuri (2011:321) 

In Al- An’aam, it explains that the devil itself means is everything from his 

character form of evil and devils types of jinn and humans attempt to deceive people 

and interfere with people to not believe Prophet. The relationship between this Surah 

and “conjuring II” movie were the evil disturb people to deceive them also. On the 

movie the evil obsessing to human body, disturbing then and frighten them. 

Based on statements from the background, the researcher is interested in 

analyzing supernatural aspect in James Wan movie “The Conjuring II” , because 

supernatural is important and becomes part of the society. Moreover the movie 

chosen is based on true story which also probably happens to society and also many 

supernatural found in this movie. 

Based on the statement above, the researcher conduct the research under the 

title“Supernatural aspect in James Wan‟s movie “The Conjuring II” uses Gerina 

Dunwich’s theory. 

B. Research Question 

Based on the background above the researcher formulate the research 

questions as “what kinds of the supernatural aspects in the movie of the Conjuring II 

by James Wan?”. 
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C. Research Objectives 

In this research, the researcher aims to describe the supernatural aspect in the 

movie of the conjuring II by James Wan. 

D. Research Significances 

 The result of the research are expected to be useful for the student of English 

Literature Department of State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar and it is 

expected that they have interested in watching a movie and giving their mind to 

explore the movie. The researcher hopes that this research will give some useful 

information for the researcher herself, students, society and others who want to know 

more about literature, especially this research will help the reader practically and 

theoritically. Practically, the researcher hopes that the will enrich the society’s 

understanding about supernatural. while theoritically, the reseracher hopes this 

research to be reference for other researcher who are interested in analyzing 

supernatural aspect. 

E. Research Scopes 

  The researcher focused on supernatural aspects which appear in The 

Conjuring II  Movie. In this research, the researcher used Dunwich (2002:14) theory 

consists of ten kinds of supernatural, they are phantasms and Ectoplasm, true Tales of 

Ghosts and Haunting, Spiritualism, The Necromantic Arts, Possession, Obsession and 

Exorcism, Spell and Sorcery, Herbs Associated with Ghost, Ghostly Superstitions, 

and Deities of Death and The underworld. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

A.   Previous findings 

After searching some researches, the researcher has found a few related 

research and tried to compare with hers. All of the related researches come from these 

that have similar with this thesis as follows. 

Williams (2006) conducted a research on “An Analysis of the Supernatural 

Archetype of the Prophet Muhammad as Found in the Sira‟/ Ta‟rikh and Tafsir 

Works of al-Tabari and Ibn Kathir”. The purpose of this research is to examine and 

determine how the reportsof the supernatural fit into the story of Muhammad’s life as 

a whole. This research used content analysis to find out the relevant data. The result 

of this research is that there is both supernatural and mundane archetype for the life of 

Muhammad, and they are appear to mirror each other almost perfectly. 

Kristenses (2010) in this thesis “The Literary Vampire-from Supernatural 

Monster to The Actual Human”. The purpose of this paper is to determine the 

mythology of historical development of the figure of the vampire in literature and 

focuses on mythical of the vampire is portrayed in literature, function of vampire and 

Dracula is Vampire most supernatural. The research used mythologicalanalysis 

approach to find the kinds of mythological and The author describe the Bram Stoker 

Dracula, via interview with vampire by Anne Rice, to the contemporary vampire, 
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illustrated by the twilight series by Stephanie Meyer  and Charlene Harris. The writer 

used Jules Zanger’s theory who divides myths into four kinds. In this thesis, the 

researcher found the vampire has definitely become more human over the years. This 

entire study comes down to the fact that the vampire as a mythical figure, as seen in 

Dracula, is so fundamentally different from humans that it becomes something awful 

and frightening. 

The similarity between this research and previous findings above the this 

research is the analysis related to supernatural. While the differences of this research 

are William research is the used content analysis while Kristenses’s research used 

Jules Zanger’s theory and and research analyzed  the literary Vampire-from 

Supernatural Monster to the actual Human and Object. But this research only will 

analyze aspect of supernatural in the Conjuring II movie uses Gerina Dunwich’s 

theory. 

B.   Pertinent Ideas 

1. Supernatural 

a. Definition of Supernatural 

Since the eighth century or about after the death of the prophet (632M), 

Islamic scholars actively studying theology, jurisprudence, philology, linguistics and 

lexicography. Their investigation later expanded field, covering various branches of 

science, both natural science and social science, whatever it is exact or not, such as 

physics, chemistry, astronomy and astrology, botany, geography and cartography, 
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medicine, pharmacy, mathematics, philosophy, psychotherapy, literature, music and 

architecture (Soedewo,2007:45). 

One branch of science that is literature, literature that in this case, is an 

expression of through in writing, in which, writing is a medium of thought that 

poured through language, the language can be applied in the form of writing, in this 

case the media which is usually applied in the form of drawings, paintings or a 

literary work that is more to be world of imagination of fantasy set forth in a folk tale, 

fairy tales, legends or things like myth, a myth in this case is often associated with the 

supernatural. 

Supernatural is an events that have no natural explanation. It commonly refers 

to divine acts, but can additionally include extraordinary acts caused by negative 

forces (Dunwich, 2002:17). the researcher believes that supernatural is an event that 

cannot be explained by natural law or natural law beyond supernatural is often 

associated with ghosts, gods, spirits, paranormal, curses, spells and others. 

b. Aspects of Supernatural 

Dunwich (2002:14) believes that supernatural aspect is divided into ten 

kinds, they are Phantasms and Ectoplasm, True Tales of Ghosts and Haunting, 

Spiritualism, the Necromantic Arts, Possession, Obsession and Exorcism, Spell and 

Sorcery, Herbs Associated with Ghost, Ghostly Superstitions, Creatures of The Night 

and Deities of Death and Tthe Underworld. 
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1. Phantasms and Ectoplasms 

   One branch of phantasms and ectoplasm is to Dream about a ghost, some 

people think that the dream of the ghost is a sign of good luck and not a few also 

thought that dreaming about an evil ghost it is a sign that death is near. Thus, it can be 

concluded that phantasms and ectoplasms is an event that is depicted in the dream 

that has meaning (Dunwich, 2002:20 ). 

 For example: 

Someone who is critically ill and having recurring dreams about the 

deceased spouse or other relatives who have died, this is a sign thatdeath is 

near.  as in Movie of a Night Mare on Elm Street which tells about a spirit 

that kills trhough dream. 

 

2. True tales of Ghost and Hauntings 

In the discussion True Tales of Ghost and Huntings, Dunwich describe some 

ghost stories in some areas, which described the results of his own research so it can 

concluded that True Tales of Ghost and Hauntings is Hunting is a description of ghost 

stories happening in some places based on a research, demons and ghost houses. In 

the case of haunts, this can happen to the object moved by the ghost or noises which 

were unclearly sourced from (Dunwich, 2002:58). 

 For example: 

Mystery of Annabelle truly happened in 1970s, it based on article 

www.Metrotvnews.com truly story of Annabelle published on October 7
th
 

2014 by Triyanisya, An annabelle doll originally named Reggedy ann stored 

in a glass cabinet Warren Occuit Museum. In movie of Annabelle 2014, the 

http://www.metrotvnews/
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movie tells about an Annabelle ghost doll that can move from one room to 

another. 

3. Spiritualism  

  Spiritualism is  movement was to provide the world with evidence of life 

after the death of the physical body believed that some spiritualist or psychics 

competent that can only come from the claimant in the world of spirit are capable of 

calling on spirits and communicating with spirit of the dead, either directly or through 

medium.  

For example: 

Making communication with a spirit or ghost trhough a media as in movie of 

Ouija: Origin of Evil 2016, the movie tells about the spirit of coin played by a 

child named doris zander to summon ghost and communication with spirit. 

 

4. The Necromantic Arts 

Necromancy is the art and practice of divining the future by raising corpses or 

by conjuring the spirits of the dead, Necromantic rituals sometimes require the use of 

cremated remains, bones, or other parts of a corpse. (Dunwich, 2002:120). 

For example: 

Black magic is used to summoning of an evil spirit, as in movie of Danur in 

2017. The movie tells about a child who could make communication or saw a 

ghost. 

 

5. Possession, Obsession and Exorcism 

Possession is a real phenomenon, It occurs when a discarnate human being 

inhabits a living person and makes that person behave in a manner contrary or 
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markedly different from, that person’s normal behavior, According to individuals 

who believe this, there are three basic stages of spirit possession, beginning with what 

is known as Partial Influence. This is when a person feels compelled to spend most of 

his or her free time communicating with a spirit, The person’s behaviour grows 

noticeably peculiar, and he or she becomes increasingly isolated from family and 

friends in order to devote more time with the spirit, The second stage of possession is 

known as Partial Possession, and is the partial control of a person’s mind and speech 

by a spirit. Typically, the dreams and emotions of a person in this state are affected. 

He or she begins to hear the spirit’s voice during waking hours and while sleeping, 

and begins to fear that the spirit’s control over him or her cannot be stopped. The 

third, and most serious, stage is Total Possession, which requires exorcism. Persons 

unfortunate enough to reach this point are no longer able to function normally and are 

often misdiagnosed by doctors as suffering from mental disturbances. They often end 

up as patients in psychiatric wards or the victims of suicide. 

Obsession is a condition where in a spirit, usually thought to be evil (or, in 

some cases, a demon) has a strong influence over a person’s psyche. It is defined by 

the dictionary as, “The act of a demon or evil spirit in besetting a person, or impelling 

him to action from without.” Unlike possession, where  in a spirit or demon takes 

residence within an individual and gains near full or complete control of the victim’s 

body and psyche, obsession involves external spirits and does not render a person 

powerless to exercise his or her own will. 
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Exorcism is A ritual designed to expel an evil spirit or demon from a 

possessed person or place. Also known as deliverance. if an individual demonstrates 

paranormal abilities, manifests superhuman physical strength, and most importantly, 

speaks in tongues, then he or she may be a candidate for the rite of exorcism. The 

church may deem such an individual possessed when the afore-mentioned signs are 

accompanied by extreme revulsions for sacred texts and objects. During the course of 

an exorcism, certain prescribed prayers such as the Pater Noster (the Lord’s Prayer), 

the Litanies of the Saints, and the 54th Psalm are recited over the possessed 

individual, and often in Latin, as prayers are believed to be more effective when 

spoken in this ancient tongue. Throughout these recitations the exorcist traditionally 

makes the sign of the cross, reads scriptures, and sometimes places his hands upon 

the victim. He also calls upon the evil spirit or demon that has taken possession to 

reveal its name and nature, to succumb to the Son of God, and to depart from its 

living human victim and leave him or her in peace, (Dunwich, 2002:138). 

For example: 

Someone who is possessed by a spirit (it could be ghost) and make any 

physical movements or any statements which are stated. As in movie of 

deposition in 2012. The movie tells about a women who is possessed by a an 

evil ghost so that she can move any equipment‟s around her. 

6. Spells and Sorcery 

Spells is an attempt to understand and influence the world using rituals, 

symbols, actions, gestures and language, which we may categorize as the sprit 
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evocation, spell to enable contact with a spirit and amulets for protection against evil 

spirit (Dunwich, 2002:142). 

For example: 

Doing any ritual while reciting spell as in movie of Harry Potter. In the 

movie, the characters did any ritual and recited any spells to raise or to 

change something by using magical power.  

  

7. Herbs associated with ghost 

 Herbs associated with ghost, plant that usually grows in areas of funeral or 

plans that have a history or myth. Herbs associated with ghost that categorized like 

mohavea, confertiflora, monotropa uniflora and others (Dunwich, 2002:159). 

For example: 

 Herbs associated with ghost, like flowers Magnolia, besides grow in region 

known as the cemetery and plant associated with ghosts, in the novel 

Beautiful Darkness 2013 tells about acacia in the magic, it is used as media 

exorcist. 

 

8. Ghostly superstitions 

 Superstitions Ghostly is all any belief that does not make sense with the 

known laws of science or with what is considered true as does not exist or is not 

magic. We can describe like in Scotland, it was once believed that a small crucifix 

made from the wood of a rowan tree and fastened with red thread could offer 

protection against ghost (Dunwich, 2002:162).  

For example: 

Ghostly superstitions. These are, firs, superstitions about ghost like demon, 

second, superstitions about ghost like sheer and the last, superstitions about 

animal like cat, in which believe they can see what most people cannot see.  
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9. Creatures of the Night 

Creatures of the night are actually dead creatures that have become a corpse, 

but if from is believed  the creature exist or can be said as the undead or in a fictional 

story can be said as the Vampire, Dracula  and other similar creatures (Dunwich, 

2002:168). 

For example: 

In the possession movie one of character namely Dybbuk movie can be said as 

the Ghost and Devil. 

 

10. Deities of Death and the Underworld 

In the discussion of deities of Death and the Underworld, Dunwich mention 

some gods who had supernatural powers (Dunwich, 2002:142-209). 

For example: 

Ah Puchis a Mayan god of death and the ruler of Mitnal (said to be the 

lowest and most horrible of the Nine Hells) In ancient works of religious art, 

he is depicted as an owlheaded man and sometimes as a skeleton or hideous 

bloated corpse. as in movie of gods of Egypt tells about gods, where Anubis 

is  deities of Death, Anubis is depicted as a male figure with the head of a 

dog. 

c. Supernatural in Literature 

Literary work is a typical phenomenon, which in a literary work is filled 

with a variety of meanings and roles, but the meaning and the role sometimes vague 

or unclear. This is because with the proviso literature is fantasy or delusion. That 

result, researchers of literature has a role to uncover it to become apparent vagueness. 
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When the study is vague of course the result will not be maximal that is why in a 

literary work a model of research, one of which is a model of anthropological 

research. Edraswara (2011:107-109) mentions that Anthropological research in 

literature is a reflection of new research literature. That where a research or study 

literary works, one of which emphasizes the cultural heritage of the past or uncover 

the roots of tradition or subculture associated with traditional themes that are passed 

from generation to generation. In this case also supported by the opinion of Guerin 

(1979:324) myth in the traditional sense, an anonymous story reflecting primitive 

belief or explaining the mysteries of the natural universe. Meanwhile, the myth is 

something that is believed to be the nation or community that essentially brings 

supernatural forces. Supernatural is an event or things that cannot be explained by 

natural law, and beyond human reason, so it can be concluded that the supernatural is 

part of literature, which originated from the existence of a new research models, that 

is a model of antropological research. 

d. Movie 

1. Definition of Movie 

 Movie is a reliable, mature technology capable of providing a compelling 

entertainment experience. Movie is considered to be an important art form, a source 

of popular entertainment and a powerful method for educating. Actually movie is a 

form of drama that used technology like camera. Nevertheless, the basic of movie and 

play is narrative text of literary work (Mckernan, 2005: 9). 
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2. Genre of movie 

Joyce (2009: 132). The movie genre consist of:  

a. Action: where one or more heroes are thrust into a series of challenges that 

typically include physical feats, extended combat scenes, violence and frenetic 

chases. 

b. Adventure: features the hero in action scenes which also display and explore 

exotic locations.  

c. Fantasy: featuring elements of the fantastic, often including magic, supernatural 

forces, or exotic fantasy worlds. Fantasy television programs are often based on 

tales from mythology and folklore, or are adapted from fantasy stories in other 

media. The boundaries of fantasy television overlap with science fiction and 

horror.  

d. Western series: set in the American West and embody the spirit, the struggle 

and the demise of the new frontier.  

e. Comedy: A subgenre of comedy which emphasizes physically humorous antics, 

unorthodox body-language and oftentimes exasperating situations.. 

f. Biography: The details of the life story of a real person, told by someone else.  

g. Mystery: A mystery story follows an investigator as he/she attempts to solve a 

crime. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adventure_film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantasy_television
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_%28genre%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_comedy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comedy
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h. Sci-Fi: Science fiction is similar to fantasy, except stories in this genre use 

scientific understanding to explain the universe that it takes place in. 

i. Horror is a movie genre seeking to elicit a negative emotional reaction from 

viewers by playing on the audience's primal fears. Horror movies often feature 

scenes that startle the viewer; the macabre and the supernatural are frequent 

themes. Thus they may overlap with the fantasy, supernatural, and thriller 

genres.The subgenres of horror movies includedaction horror, comedy horror, 

psychological horror, gothic horror and supernatural horror included ghost and 

devil, also supernatural horror mixingthe elements of religion in plot of movie. 

For example in the movie that are: The Ring, The Grudge , The Amityville 

Horror , The Omen , The Exorcist , Paranormal Activity , The Blair Witch 

Project. 

From explanation above, The Conjuring II movie also include one of the horror 

movie tells about the supernatural horror included ghost and devil, also supernatural 

horror mixing the elements of religion in plot of movie. 

d.   Synopsis of the Movie 

 The Conjuring II tells the story about supranatural experienced by a spouse 

named Ed warren and Lorraine Warren in helping Hodgson family in Enfield. They 

are also have been involved in solving the mystery of Amytiville House where there 

was a brutal murdering by Ronald de feo. Lorraine has sense to feel the demonic soul 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_fiction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fantasy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horror_film
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=id&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=en&sp=nmt4&u=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Grudge&usg=ALkJrhgm6hn7M6xp3QQ92bMK14Zndsdq2w
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=id&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=en&sp=nmt4&u=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Amityville_Horror_%281979_film%29&usg=ALkJrhjkYunNEvYm7Ltd1GpUzEi6buzdow
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=id&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=en&sp=nmt4&u=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Amityville_Horror_%281979_film%29&usg=ALkJrhjkYunNEvYm7Ltd1GpUzEi6buzdow
https://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=id&prev=search&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=en&sp=nmt4&u=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Omen&usg=ALkJrhjsqAMpiuJsXNzpENewQ7WFvQMBoA
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around her and has terrible feeling about her husband in working on their job. Before 

the terrible things happened, Hodgson was a humble family who lived in rural area in 

London. They are consists of Peggy, mother of Michele, Janet, Billy, and Johnny. it 

started from Janet who played an odd thing by asking questions to devil which 

assumed would like to answer her question. And following bad things continued 

when Janet moved by devil from her bed into living room, and etc. Peggy tired of all 

of this and asked for help to her neighbor for staying awhile and asking for help to Ed 

and Lorraine. With their pleasure, they would like to help Peggy in solving this 

situation and they changed their mind after the journalist found the strange thing 

which experienced by Janet through the cassette. And in the End, Janet was safe after 

saved by Ed and Ed saved by Lorraine after she finished Valak, the demonic ghost 

who possessed Janet, she found a clue when she torn her bible when meet Valak. 

f.    Autobiography of James Wan 

James wan was born in Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia February 27,1977. He 

is widely known for directing the horror film saw (2004) and creating billy the puppet 

wan has also directed Dead Silence and Death Sentence (both 2007), insidious 

(2011), The Conjuring and insidious (2013), Furious VII(2015), The Conjuring II 

(2016). which movie The Conjuring II one of the horror movie hollywood be a greet 

success in the box office and The Conjuring is based on a true story of paranormal 

American in the era 1970s, James Wan explain which interesting in making ghost and 

supernatural movie is his can execute movie through approaches that  had never done 
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before. Gary Maddox of The Sydney Morning Herald announced that Wan had 

agreed to direct The Conjuring II as part of a significant long-term deal with New 

Line Cinema. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

This research method consists of research design, subject of the research, 

instrument of the research, procedure of collecting data, and technique of data 

analysis. 

A. Research Method 

The research used descriptive qualitative method. Endraswara (2011:5) said 

that descriptive qualitative method is the method in research that is described in 

words form or picture if necessary, not the numerals.  Sugiyono (2010: 15), assumed 

that qualitative method is research method that is used to examine the condition of 

natural objects where the researcher is a key instrument. 

B. Source of Data 

The source of the data in this reaserch is the script of “Conjuring II” movie 

by James Wan’s which published in 2016, The duration of movie is 133 minute. 

C. Instrument of Data Collection 

The instrument of research used note taking. Ray (2005: 13) defines note 

taking as a method in assembling data required by using note cards to write down the 

data findings from source of data. In order to found the data easily, the researcher 

make some notes to classify the important units or part of script that related to the 

problems and objectives of the research. 
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D. Procedure of Data Collection 

The procedure of collecting the data in this research are: 

1. The researcher watched “The Conjuring II” intensively to understand the whole 

story and get the data needed 

2. The researcher read the scrip of “The Conjuring II” movie. 

3. The researcher find of some kind of supernatural aspects in the movie, that 

related to the movie.  

4. The researcher make card  and write down the data on the card. 

E. Data Analysis Technique 

The researcher analyzed the data used descriptive technique. Then the 

researcher analysed the supernatural aspect by using Dunwich (2002:14) theory to 

described supernatural aspect in the movie. Aspects of supernatural consist of 

Phantasms and Ectoplasm, True Tales of Ghosts and Haunting, Spiritualism, the 

Necromantic Arts, Possession, Obsession and Exorcism, Spell and Sorcery, Herbs 

Associated with Ghost, Ghostly Superstitions, Creatures of The Night and Deities of 

Death and Tthe Underworld. The data also analyzed by using Mythological approach. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter provided findings and discussions. The researcher presented 

further information about aspect supernatural that consists of Dunwich theory (2002) 

that explain about ten aspect of supernatural, there are phantasms and ectoplasms, 

true tales of ghost and hauntings, spiritualism, the necromantic arts, possession, 

obsession, exorcism, spells and sorcery, herbs associated with ghost, ghostly 

superstitions, creatures of the night and deities of death and the underworld that can 

be found in Conjuring II movie.  

The categorized data was based on Dunwich theory about aspect supernatural. 

Furthermore, it discussed about the research question above to find aspect 

supernatural in James Wan’s the conjuring II movie. 

A. Findings 

This part of finding is to answer the research question which shows kinds of 

the supernaturel aspect in the movie Conjuring II by James Wan. Supernatural means 

relating to something not of this world or departing from what is usual or normal 

especially so as to appear to transcend the look of nature basically ghost, gods, spirits. 

A supernatural element is defined as an element that exists that outside natural law, it 

is beyond what we hold as natural in some societies, religious miracles are considered 

to be supernatural elements that are akin to spells, curses and divination (Dunwich, 

2002:17). 
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1. Aspect of Supernatural  

This research aims to indentify the aspect of supernatural that related in The 

Conjuring II movie. The indicators used by researcher are based on Dunwich’s 

Theory about aspect of supernatural. Supernatural aspect is divided into ten kinds, 

they are Phantasms and ectoplasm, True tales of ghosts and haunting, Spiritualism, 

The Necromantic Arts, Possession, obsession and exorcism, Spell and sorcery, Herbs 

associated with ghost, Ghostly superstitions, Creatures of the night and Deities of 

death and Tthe Underworld. The researcher just focuses on five kinds of supernatural 

aspect in the movie “The Conjuring II” by James Wan such as True tales of Ghost 

and Hunting, Spiritualism, The Necromantic Art, Possession, Obsession and 

Exeecism, Ghostly Superstitions. 

Based on the theory, the researcher found about Kinds of Supernatural Aspect 

those formulated as follow: 

a. True Tales of Ghost and Haunting 

 True tales of ghost and haunting is the true story of the ghosts that was 

experienced by someone or the real result of research that was not hallucination of 

strange events or something invisible that can be felt. 
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Extract 1 (00:01:05) 

  

Lorraine Warren : The Lutz family had fied their home in the niddle of the night 

claiming that the house was haunted, The church had reached 

out to us for help. They wanted to see if we could confirm the 

activity that had been reported by the Lutz.s 

Ed Warren : we ready? Then let‟s get started.  

 The picture above and conversetion explained that Lorraine was 

investigating in Amityville, New York. Lutz's family who previously lived the house 

reported that the house was haunted. They assume there are other creatures that often 

haunt the family and finally they fuzzy middle of the night of the house, then 

Lorraine who has the supernatural ability saw herself in the mirror as Ronald who 

was holding a gun then shot his own family one by one and he saw some spirits with 

bloodied clothes from Ronald's family who had been killed. The researcher can 

conclude that there were some spirits from the Ronald's family house. 
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Extract 2 (00:39:53) 

 

Janet  : help, get me out there is somebody in here 

Lorraine warren : what‟s going on? 

Peggy Hodgson : There is someone in there with Janet, I saw it with me own eyes. 

 The picture and conversation above described a house in an Enfield hosted 

by the Peggy Hodgson's family, a single par]ent with four children where a 

supernatural phenomenon happened, such as some furniture was moving by their 

selves, Jannet was moving mysteriously while sleeping. The researcher can conclude 

that Peggy's Family house was haunted. 

b. Spiritualisme 

 Spiritualism is the belief that people are capable of calling spirits and 

communicating with people who have recently died even who have died by very long 

time. 
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Extarct 3 (00:05:43)     (00:06:43) 

 

Lorraine Warren : I’d like you to sit quietly and close you eyes. Envission yourself 

in a halo of glowing white light, it will protect you. They year 

before the lutzes moved in a young man named Ronald Defeo had 

brutally murdered his entire family in this house, we‟d hoped to 

discover if the killings had been motivated purely by anger or if as 

Ronald DeFeo testified in court he had been under the influence of 

something denomic. 

 The picture and conversation above explained when Ed Warren and Lorraine 

alongside two other people sat on a circle table in a dark room lighted by candles and 

started to call the spirits with spell, the purpose of the calling of spirits was to answer 

the questions by directly communicating with the spirits,  suddenly Lorraine was on 

the incident in 1976 Amityville, New York, where there was a brutal murder in the 

house, Lorraine wanted to know the actual shooting incident that was done by Ronald 
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was purely out of anger by his self or under controlled of evil spirits. The researcher 

can conclude that the round table that some people attended at the house was the way 

to call spirits. 

Extract 4 (00:46:20)    (00:48:20) 

 

Lorraine warren : who are you ? tell me who you are?    

The picture and conversation above explained Lorraine was seeing the 

walking shadow toward a painting then attacking her. Lorraine was trying to 

communicate with the figure of the nun devil that kept attacking her by asking who 

was he and what he wanted. The nun devil responded her by a very loud scream and 

pointing her own husband. The researcher can conclude that in terms of 

communicating with the spirits, the evil spirits or demons usually used a sign 

language or make some gestures and attacking by their power. 
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Extract 5 ( 01:46:50) 

  

Bill   : it wants her so badly it almost has her. 

Lorraine Warren : Tell me how to stop it 

Bill    : I‟m giving and I‟m talking   

 The picture and conversation above explained that Lorraine suddenly felt 

right in front of Bill's ghost and then communicated with him. He conveyed the 

purpose of his coming home was to see his family but he did not find them. He meant 

to back but there was a great power that was holding him. Lorraine asked to him how 

can she stop it but Lorraine did not get the answer. 

c.    Possession, Obsession and Exorcism 

 Possession, Obsession and Exorcism is the condition when a person was 

controlled or when a ghost was taking over the human's body or mind. 
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Extract 6 (00:52:12) 

 

Janet  : stop calling me Jannet 

Kent Allen : isn‟t that your name? 

Janet  : Janet is sleep and I‟m talking 

The picture and conversation above explained that Janet and Margaret were 

being interviewed by church investigators. Suddenly Janet's expression was changed 

and her voice was switched like the voice of an old man who mentioned that his name 

was Bill Wilkins. He admitted that the house that Janet lived was his home. 
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Extract 7 (00:58:14)  

 

Janet :The crooked man stumped forth and rang the crooked bell and thus his 

crooked soul spiraled into a crooked hell murdered his crooked family.  

Peggy  : Janet, oh my God! Someone get an ambulance. 

The picture and conversation above explained that Billy saw his dog turned 

into a crooked. Billy ran towards his mother and told her what he saw. On the other 

side, Janet suddenly appeared with a big shadow, tall like a clown, walking crooked 

while singing, yelling and controlling an object beside her. The researcher can 

conclude that Jannet was under controlled by demon because she had more power 

than normal human 
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Extract 8 (01:48:51) 

 

Margaret : mom, help me! 

Mother  : for God’s sake, leave us alone. 

The picture and conversation above explained when Janet was suddenly 

floating, her expression was different. She also made her sister floating and then 

throwing her sister against the wall, Janet was shouting but it was not her voice. The 

researcher can conclude that Jannet was possessed by demon because she even hurt 

his own family.     

d.   Spells and Sorcery 

Spells and sorcery is to allow contact with the spirits and have supernatural 

powers that can awaken and against evil spirits. 
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in the name of the Father and the son and the Holy spirit”.    

Extract 9 (01:56:50)  

 

 The picture above explained that Ed picked up a crucifix necklace from his 

neck and aimed it for figure disturbed him. He tried to fight and said "in the name of 

the Father and the Son and the Holy spirit". He believed that the sentence can drive 

out the evil spirits that disturbed him. 

Extract 10 (02:01:42) 

 

 The picture above explained that Lorraine was floating because of Valak's 

ability then she said "your name gives me dominion over you, Demon. And I do know 

in the name of the Father and 

the son and the Holy spirit 

In the name of the Father, the son and  

the Holy spirit I condemn you back to hell 
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your name, you are Valak. The defiler, the profane, the marquis of snakes. In the 

name of the Father, the son and the Holy spirit I condemn you back to hell", then 

Valak was destroyed. Lorraine believed that Valak was annihilated forever. 

e.    Ghostly Superstition 

 Ghostly superstition is belief that is assumed to be true when it is not true to 

believe science or with what is considered true as does not exist or is not magic. For 

example a small cross that made of wood can protect us from magic or evil forces. 

Extract 11 (01:14:50) 

 

Ed : I do not care what you believed in, you see this?  

Janet : help! Me... let… go. 

 The picture and conversation above explained, Janet who had an old man's 

voice while sitting in a corner seat, she was under possession of the ghost of Bill, Ed 

leans behind her while asking why do not you leave this girl alone and I have 

something for you bill, look and I do not care what you believe then he pulled out the 

crucifix necklace from the pocket of his trouser and showed it to the Janet. The 
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researcher can conclude that an Ed Warren's cross necklace that he believed was 

capable of casting out a ghost. 

Extract 12 (01:19:37) 

 

Peggy   : I hung them up hoping to keep thing from moving arround 

Ed Warren : does it Work? 

Peggy  : No. we can hear it all night 

 The picture and conversation above explained that Ed Warren investigating 

the case of the Peggy Hodgson's family, he was in Janet and Margaret's room where 

there was always something strange like the moving bed and the floating things. 

Peggy stuck the cross-shaped wood on every wall in the room. He got them from his 

neighbors, Peggy believed that the cross could protect and cast out the demons. 

B.   Discussion 

This part, the researcher discussed the data analysis that had been found in 

Conjuring II in move. The researcher identified kinds of supernatural aspect and 

Dunwich theory (2002) that explain about ten aspect of supernatural, there are 
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phantasms and ectoplasms, true tales of ghost and hauntings, spiritualism, the 

necromantic arts, possession, obsession, exorcism, spells and sorcery, herbs 

associated with ghost, ghostly superstitions, creatures of the night and deities of 

death and the underworld. 

1. Kinds of supernatural aspect. 

a. True Tales of Ghost and Haunting 

True tales of ghost and haunting is a true story of ghosts that occur in haunted 

houses and hospitals, not all ghost stories occur in an ancient house but also occur in 

an apartment or modern buildings (Dunwich). It could be show in Extract 1, the film 

described some signs of ghost existence. The spirits of Ronald's family still haunted 

in his house, a little boy ran in bloodstained clothes, some objects moved by 

themselves, strange sound from the strange direction, the appearance of a dead 

person, etc. It is also depicted in Indonesian film "Rumah Kentang" a dead child 

because of slipping and stacked into a pot that was cooking potatoes, after that, some 

people often sniff the smell of potatoes and heard the sound of the little boy by 

midnight. Based on the explanation, the first image can be categorized into the true 

tale of ghost and haunting. 

Next, In Extract 2 also showed the existence of ghosts in the house of 

Hodgson family likes strange occurrences or supernatural phenomena that could not 

be explain logically and the existence of some ghosts. There are several reasons to the 

presence of ghosts and the ghosts have a specific purpose why they are present. The 
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incident is also depicted in the latest Indonesia horror movie "Pengabdi Setan" the 

film described the return of a dead mother, the reason for her presence was to bring 

her child to her world. The researcher could be concluding that there are some spirits 

or dead spirits in Hodgson family's house that can be categorized into true tales of 

ghost and haunting.  

b. Spiritualism 

 Spiritualism is communicating or calling spirits through instruments 

(Dunwich, 2002: 73). It could be show in Extract 3, which talking about the spirits 

calling being performed by Ed and Lorraine and two others at a round table with 

candlelight, it is showing a round table as media to call spirits to get information 

through communicating. It could be show from several facts in some countries, 

especially in America. In America, it is famous for media séances or sitting calling 

spirits, Leah Fox is a first paranormal in the world who call a spirits with media 

séances, besides that wooden boards with letters and numbers printed on it are also 

often used as spiritually calling media. Based on the previous explanation, it could be 

categorize into Spiritualism kinds. That is also related in the Extract 4, in the movie 

showed that Lorraine try to communicate with a demon which using nun uniformwho 

attack her by asking who is she and what she wants. Communicating either directly or 

through a competent and reliable intermediary, media or paranormal has the same aim 

that is to get information or meet again with the spirits of dead person. It is showed 

that there is communication between human and devil. Based on that analysis, it can 
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be concluded that this picture is the kinds of spiritualism.Next, in Extract 5 also 

showed Lorraine communicate directly with Bill ghost. There is a massage that 

would be convey from Bill’s ghost and it is the information that Lorraine wants to 

get. The same thing with is described in Indonesian movie”Danur : I Can See Ghost, 

tels about a girl named Risa who can communicating  with ghosts, the abilty of Risa 

makes him ableto seething that state like a ghost and make the ghosts`as his friend. It 

is showed that there is communicating between human and spirits’ person, so that 

categorized as spiritualism. 

c. Possession, Obsession and Exorcism 

  Possession, obsession and exorcism is one condition where someone’s body 

and mind is controlled by ghost. It is showed in Extract 6, when Janet’s sound and 

behavior suddenly changed like an old man and her statement is not about her but it 

was about old man that have been died. It was showed that there was attitude, 

behavior and sound changed issued by Janet which showed that Janet in possession of 

demon. When someone in devil control will show a strange behavior, something that 

cannot be explained such talking with a language that never used before. It was 

included in possession kinds. It was also showed in Extract 7 where Janet walked 

unconsciously then sing a song like a male voice and then flies objects around her, it 

is indicated that Janet was being possessed where a person will show symptoms such 

as having super powers, having the ability to move objects physically through 

psychokinetic, this incident belongs to the possession kind. In Extract 8, showed that 
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Janet’s attitude, behavior and sound changed show that there was a devil in her. 

Basically, there were two kinds of ownership, the first was ownership which was 

approved by the person body or voluntary personality with the aim to get information 

and the second ownership which was control full body of person by devil to harming. 

It was described in that movie, besides that the same describing showed in Malaysian 

movie “Munafik” where Maria often face possession showing the strange behavior 

such the change of sound and behavior, has a power that make Maria can destroy an 

objects and can stick like a lizard. From the analysis above, it could be conclude that 

this part is the kind of Possession. 

d.   Spells and Sorcery 

  Spells and sorcery is doing any ritual and saying a few words that are believed 

have supernatural powers. (Dunwich, 2002: 142). It was shown in Extract 9, Ed took 

the Cross Necklace from his neck and directs the necklace in each direction while 

saying "in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy spirit. It was showed that 

Ed Warren's sentence was a mantra to protect him from spirits, it was included in 

spell and sorcery kind. It was also show in Extract 10, where Lorrain against the 

devil by mentioned the name of the Devil and reading a spell "The Defiler, the 

profane, the marquis of snakes. Is the name of the Father, the son and the Holy Spirit 

I condemn you back to hell then the devil named Valak was destroyed. It was showed 

that Lorraine read a spell to destroy a devil named Valak, a spell was used at a 

particular time or place in order to show the ability of the person who read the 
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mantra, mantra was usually controlled by certain people like the paranormal. From 

that analysis, the researcher, it can be concluded that this part is the kind of Spell and 

Sercery. 

d. Ghostly Supersition 

 Ghost Supersition is the belief in something whether it is objects, numbers and 

events that are considered true as assuming something that has supernatural powers. 

(Dunwich, 2002: 162). In Extract 11, Janet was possessed by the Bill’s ghost then Ed 

Warren tells the Bill’s ghost to leave Janet’s body, Ed Warren pulled out a cross 

necklace from his pocket and told Bill to see the cross necklace. It shows that Ed 

believed that a cross necklace possession could cast an evil spirit from the body of a 

man in the middle, according to their old superstition that the small cross-made of 

rowan wood trees could protect them from ghosts or demons. The belief in something 

is also believed in Indonesian society as they believe that a dog is holding constantly 

in the middle of the night when no one passes, in believing that a demon or a spirited 

creature was passing or being around the dog.  From that analysis, the researcher 

could be conclude that this part was the kind of Ghostly Supersition. 

 It is also describe in Extract 12, several crossed taped to Janet's self-propelled 

and falling room. That showed the crucified cross on the wall which they believed 

could be the protector was not able to protect the Janet from the demonic power of 

this thing because it was not related and did not logic how can a cross-shaped wood 

has the power even they know the wood was only artificial of their own, these kinds 
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of things could not be accepted with the sense. This was included in the category of 

Ghostly superstition. 

The Conjuring II movie is the one of the horror movies that the researcher 

ever watched, eventhough the researcher was afraid to watch it and some of the 

scenes that makes the researcher shudder for several times. The interesting things of 

this movie was the movie in lift from the real story that happened in a house at 

Enfield, London. In the otherhand the plot of the story very creepy  and mysterious. 

The fact from a  horror movie aims to frighten the audience and test our adrenaline, 

ranging from the appearance of various creatures, jump scares are surprising and 

trance is often displayed differently until human communication with spirits that are 

able to cause psychological fear. 

In The Conjuring II movie is also presents two figures named Ed and Lorraine 

who works as a paranormal or demonologist, people who learnt and understood 

things about spirits, Lorraine was a paranormal who could deal directly with spirits, 

she could even communicate with them directly and using ghost calling media, their 

presence in this movie has had a huge impact in the case at Enfield. In addition, the 

creepy effect from this movie is also increase with the presence from Valak, a ghost 

tangible creepy nun. Valak herself is called as the greatest leader in hell and most 

powerful, she could penetrate any creature including humans and other subtle 

creatures, in this movie Valak could only destroyed when in the know the name of the 

ghost figure wear a nuns. The actual figure of the Valak is not like the one depicted in 
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this “The Conjuring II” movie where in the study of demons or demonologist, Valak 

is depicted as a figure of a child with angel wings who are riding a two-headed 

dragon and is said to be the greatest leader in hell that nicknamed the president of hell 

who has 30 demon legions under his command. 

One thing that is always interesting when talking about a horror movie is the 

supernatural aspect contained in it, The story depicted in the horror conjuring II 

movie that is focus on supernatural phenomena as has been described in the study 

above Based on the Dunwich theory there are ten supernatural aspects, but The 

researcher found on twelve Extract that’s describe supernatural aspect in the movie 

“The Conjuring II” by James Wan. The researcher has watched and identified this 

movie by several times, but the researcher can only find five supernatural aspects of 

Dunwich’s theory they are True tales of ghosts and haunting, Spiritualism, 

Possession, obsession and exorcism, Spell and sorcery, and Ghostly superstitions.  

The researcher did not find five supernatural aspects of ten aspects 

supernatural such as Phantasms and ectoplasms, Creatures of the night, Deities of 

death and the underworld, The necromantic art and Herbs associated with ghost. The 

researcher identified a scene that almost include The Necromantic art’s aspect but it 

was not. In the scene explained that Lorraine was seeing the walking shadow toward 

a painting then attacking her. Lorraine was trying to communicate with the figure of 

the nun devil that kept attacking her by asking who was he and what he wanted. The 

nun devil responded her by a very loud scream and pointing her own husband, 
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Suddenly the nun devil wanted to kill him.  The Necromantic art is the art and 

practice of divining the future by raising corpses or by conjuring the spirits of the 

dead, Necromantic rituals sometimes require the use of cremated remains, bones, or 

other parts of a corpse (Dunwich, 2002:120). According the definition of The 

Necromantic art, this scene was not included on this aspects because this scene did 

not use any rituals. 

The researcher did not find The Herbs associated with ghost’s aspect because 

in Dunwich (2002:1159), herbs associated with ghost is plant that usually grows in 

areas of funeral or plans that have a history or myth. Herbs associated with ghost that 

categorized like mohavea, confertiflora, monotropa uniflora and others. The movie 

did not show any plant’s ghost that based on definition that can be categorized as 

herbs associated with ghost’s aspect. It meant that there were not any herbs associated 

with ghost’s aspect in this movie.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

In this chapter, the researcher presents several conclusion and also suggestion. 

After analyzing the data, the Researcher makes some conclusion and suggestion as 

the following: 

A. Conclusion  

After analyzing the data by Findings and discussing. Then, the researcher 

would make conclusion after having elaborated the data. The conclusions, as follows: 

 There are five supernatural described the novel. The researcher has found the 

supernatural aspect based on analyzing by using Dunwich’s theory, they are true tales 

of ghost and haunting, Spiritualism, Possession, obsession and Exorcism, spell and 

sorcery, Ghostly superstition. 

 There are many realities that support the theory in some countries, especially in 

American country. The first True Tales of ghost and haunting, it is a description of 

ghost stories happening in Amityville Ronald who had brutally murdered his family 

and Peggy Hodgson family in England that there was unusual incident and the 

presence of wraith. The second spiritualism, it is communicate with spirits used 

Ouija: Origin of Evil. The third Possession, obsession and Exorcism, it is a condition 

where a person controlled or trance by ghosts like voice and behavior suddenly 

changed. The fourth Spell and Sorcery, it is spell to enable contact with a spirit and 

amulets for protection against evil spirit and The Last ghostly superstition, it is 
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describe like in Scotland, it was once believed that a small crucifix made from the 

wood of a rowan tree and fastened with red thread could offer protection against 

ghost. 

B. Suggestions  

Based on the conclusion above the researcher suggests to: 

1. For the readers, there are many literary works and theories that can be 

analysed. One of them, about the supernatural, the supernatural is one kind of 

the mythology and we can know about the some traditions of the other 

country, both in the movie and in the real world. So, the researcher suggest to 

study about mythology. 

2. Especially to student of English and Literature Department, the authors 

suggest to analyse other aspects of the Movie “The Conjuring II” besides it 

contains supernatural aspects, there are also many aspects that can be analysed 

in the movie, such as the power Family, natural aspect and the others aspect. 
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Lorraine Warren : After everything we’ve seen, there isn’t much that rattles 

either of us anymore. But this one, this one still haunts me. 

Two months prior to our involvement, a young man named 

Ronnie DeFeo, the Lutz family had fled their home in the 

middle of the night claiming that the house was haunted. The 

Church had reached out to us for help. They wanted to see if 

we could confirm the activity that had been reported by the 

Lutz. 

AMITYVILLE, NEW  YORK - 1976 

Ed Warren : Okay, are you ready? Then let's get started. 

Lorraine Warren : I’d like you to sit quietly and close your eyes. Envision 

yourself in a halo of glowing white light. It will protect you. 

The year before the Lutz moved in,a young man named 

Ronnie DeFeo, had brutally murdered his entire family in this 

house. We hoped to discover if the killings had been 

motivated purely by anger or if, as Ronnie DeFeo testified in 

court, he had been under the influence of something demonic. 

Ed Warren : What did you do? 

Lorraine Warren : (whispering) Shoot, shoot, shoot 

Ed Warren  : Honey, are you okay? What are you seeing?,Lorraine, what 

is happening? 

Lorraine Warren  :I have to see, We’re through 

Ed Warren  : It's time to come back. What is happening? 

Lorraine Warren  : He wants to show me. 

Ed Warren  : Honey? Honey? 

Lorraine Warren : It’s okay, This is as close to hell as  I’ll ever want to get. 

Peggy  : Kit and I are going to sneak outside with his friend Michael. 

Hello, how was your day? 

Janet : Not good. 

Peggy   : Why? What happened? 

Jannet   : It's a long story, I’ll tell you later. 

ENFIELD ELEMENTARY 
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GREEN STREET 

HODGSON RESIDENCE 

ENFIELD, ENGLAND - 1977 

Margaret  : Mom’s coming, Quit messing with that and brush your teeth 

Jonny   : All right. 

Peggy : Sounds like the whole city is burning down in here. Look 

what I found? ,Biscuits! 

Billy   : But-but you-you said, we don’t have any money? 

Peggy    : Well, I’ve been meaning to quit smoking anyway. Margaret? 

Margaret  : Yes 

Peggy   : You got your school uniform for tomorrow? 

Margaret  : Yes Mom, I'm getting it. 

Peggy   : Johnny, brush your teeth 

Johnny   : I did already. 

Jannet   : Come on, I'll show you. 

Margaret   : All right. 

Jannet    : What should I ask? 

Margaret  : I don’t know.  

Jannet   : Whatever what you want. 

Margaret  : Okay. 

Jannet  : My sister and I want to know, are there any spirits here that 

want to communicate with us? Is dad ever coming home?  Are 

there any spirits here, who can answer my question? 

Margaret  : Don’t worry about it. It’s just a stupid game, it isn’t real. 

Host : We’re back with real life Ghost Hunters, Ed and Lorraine 

Warren, talking about their experiences at the Amityville house 

And now we’re gonna talk to my next guest, Dr. Steven 

Kaplan. who says that the investigations he Warrens conducted 

into the Amityville haunting is a load of hogwash. Why is that? 
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Dr.Steven  : Well, it’s been well established that Amityville was a blatant 

hoax.  

Ed Warren  :Well, it has never been proven. 

Dr. Steven : Yes it has! The Lutz family made everything up so they can 

profit off of all the publicity. 

Ed Warren  : That's just not true! Look, we see this all the time. It's very 

easy to sit on the outside, and pick apart their story. But it’s 

something very different to have been there and experience it 

for yourself. 

Dr.Steven :Listen, Ed Warren’s never seen a house that he didn’t think 

was haunted by the time wife is done blowing smoke and 

ringing bells they got everybody else believing in ghost too. 

Ed Warren : What exactly you are doctor of anyway? 

Dr.Steven : Come on Warren, try and show a little class, will you? I'm not 

going to show class with somebody who is sitting here telling  

lies about my wife and me. 

Jannet   : Could you please take a breath? 

Billy   : I know, I know, counting to ten. 

Jannet   : Alright Billy, you ready to do a speech? 

Billy : (♪The Crooked Man ♪There was a crooked mad man ♪ he 

walked a crooked line ♪ He found a crooked six… 

Jannet   : It’s all right.  Let’s try again. Ready? 

Billy : ♪He found a crooked six pence…♪ Upon a crooked stair♪He 

bought a crooked cat...♪ which caught a crooked mouse...♪ 

And they all lived together in a little crooked house, The 

Crooked Man. 

Jannet : Good boy!You are getting so good. Now you may have a 

biscuit. 

Peggy : Now don’t eat too many of those, or you’ll  wake up thirsty in 

the middle of the night. 

Billy : I won’t,  you promise? 

Peggy   : Alright, boys. 

Billy    : Good night, Mom. 
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Jannet   : Help. Please stop. 

Margaret  : Janet. Please! Janet, Janet, wake up, you are dreaming. 

Jannet   : This is my house 

Margaret   : No! No it’s not. 

Jannet   : Get away! 

Margaret   : Who are you? What are you doing here? 

Jannet   : Leave Billy alone. 

Margaret  : - You're the one trespassing! Janet, wake up! I'll tell my 

mother if you don’t stop. 

Jannet   : It’s all right. 

Margaret   : It’s okay. Go back to sleep. 

Jannet  : Leave us alone!  Do you hear me? 

Margaret  : Shut up. What are you doing? There's no one here! 

HODGSON'S RESIDENCE . 

Billy   : Hi mom. 

Peggy   : yeah, a little 

Billy   : I just had some,  really that hungry. 

Johnny  : Mom 

Peggy   : johnny ? 

Peggy   : Janet, what’s wrong? What is it? 

Jannet  : There's someone in the room! 

Peggy   : There is no one. What you're talking about? 

Jannet  : Mom! There's someone in our room! 

Margaret  : The bed is shaking up and down. 

Peggy  : Janet, I swear to God if  you’re making these up! 

Jannet  : He bit me! Look! 

Peggy   : Oh my God! You two been playing with this? 
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Jannet  : Taking turns, scaring the wits out of each other? 

Peggy   : No wonder I can’t get good night’s sleep! 

Jannet  :But Mom... 

Peggy:  No, I do not want to hear another word! Now get back to bed the lot 

of you! 

NOTTINGHAM'S RESIDENCE 

Billy   : Lo-lo-look! Po-police are at our house. 

Peggy     : What are they doing here? 

Billy   : Well, I called them. 

Peggy   :What? 

Police : Well, look there has to be some sort of explanation.  Bring me 

a chair from the kitchen. 

Lorraine  : Judy,  honey What’s wrong? 

Judy   : Mom.... 

Lorraine  : Who is that? Go back.. Who are you?! Tell me who you are! 

Judy   : Mom! Mom, wake up! 

Lorraine   : What do you want?! 

Ed Warren  : I’m sorry, Lorraine. 

Judy    : Are you okay? 

Lorraine  :I'm okay. 

Ken Allent  : Mrs. Hodgson? 

Peggy    : Yes? 

Ken Allent  : My name is Kent Allen, we’re with  the television news 

program Wide Angle. I was hoping to have a word with you 

about the…disturbance at your home last week. 

Peggy   : How did you find out about that? 

Ken Allent   : The police constables filed an incident report. It’s had raised a 

few eyebrows. 
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Peggy  :I’d rather not have my business spread all over the tele, if you 

don't mind! Good day. 

Ken Allent :  Is it still happening? Because if it is, getting your side of the 

story, I might be your best chance of finding help. 

 CALLE GREEN 

ENFIELD, LONDON  

Ken Allent : Behind the doors of this seemingly normal house,  in Pondus 

End, North London is a family, living in a nightmare. 

PRIMARY ENFIELD  

Ken Allent :  Maurice Grosse is an engineering consultant and has been 

investigating these claims for the Society for Psychical 

Research. 

Maurice Grosse  :  Well, I do not think there is any doubt at all. The sheer 

number of documented incidents in this case is absolutely 

staggering. 

Ken Allent   : Is anybody there? is  anybody there who  wishes to 

communicate?  

Jannet   : nothing  

Maurice Grosse : Janet, are you all right? Janet? Janet, are you feeling all right? 

Jannet :Stop calling me Janet! Isn’t that your name? Janet is asleep. 

and I'm talking. 

Maurice Grosse :Well, what should I call you? What is your name? You don’t 

belong here. My name is Maurice Grosse. Who are you? 

Jannet   : This is my house. Get out now. 

Maurice Grosse  : No, this is not your house. Now, what’s your name? 

Jannet   : Knock, knock. 

Maurice Grosse  : Very well. Who’s there? 

Jannet   : Bill, Bill, Bill, Bill. 

Maurice Grosse   : Bill who? 

Jannet   : My name is Bill Wilkins and I'm 72 years old. 

Maurice Grosse : Where do you come from? 
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Jannet   : I come from the grave. 

Maurice Grosse : How did you die? 

Jannet : I went blind and had a haemorrhage and I fell asleep and died 

in the chair  in the corner. 

Maurice Grosse  : Why have you come here? 

Jannet   : I like to hear them scream. 

Peggy    : Why didn’t you just leave us alone! 

Jannet   : Shut up, you old cow. 

Peggy   : Janet, darling.. Darling, are you all right? I'm sorry. Janet? 

HOUSE OF BIZARRE INCIDENTS 

Billy   : Ma-mom... 

Peggy    : What? What happened? What is it? 

Billy   : The crooked man! 

Peggy    :What crooked? What are you talking about darling? 

Billy   : The crooked man. 

Peggy    : Calm down and just tell me what has happened. 

Jannet  : The crooked man stepped forth and...  rang the crooked bell  

And thus his crooked soul...  spiralled into a crooked Hell 

Murdered his crooked family...  and laughed a crooked laugh  

Peggy    : Janet! Oh my God! No! Someone get an ambulance! 

Maurice Grosse  :Mr and Mrs Warren, I am Maurice Grosse,  thank you so 

much for coming.I believe you’re gonna bestaying in the 

Hodgson house,is that right? Always better to be on the mix. 

Ed warren  : Oh, yeah I agree. 

Mate    : how are you? Ed Warren 

Ed Warren  : hello Mate How are you? 

Mate    : And this is Peggy, Peggy Hodgson. 

Peggy    : - Nice to meet you, Ed Warren. 

Ed Warre n  :  How do you do?  My wife Lorraine. 
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Lorraine   : How do you do? Hello 

Peggy  : It’s just me and Janet here now. My other kids are staying 

with them. This is where the girls used slept, but... We don’t 

use it anymore. 

Ed Warren  :  Why not? Well most of the activity  centred in this room, 

Peggy    : we were quite afraid that someone might get hurt, 

Ed Warren  : that’s why we kept it locked. I understand that Janet has 

levitated? 

Peggy    : I hung them up hoping to keep  things from moving around. 

Ed warren   :Does it work? 

Peggy   : No. We can hear it all night. 

Lorraine : Hi there, I'm Lorraine. Mind if I have a sit? Do you know 

why I’m here? Well, your mom’s told me about  what’s been 

going on.. and I'm here  to help if I can. Would you like to talk 

about it? You know when I was about your age, I was visiting 

my mom in a hospital, and.. I saw an angel. Yeah. It was.. 

standing next to a little waste bed, and just gently touching his 

cheek, and it stopped then  it looked right at me. Of course my 

mom and the nurses did not believe me...but I knew it was real. 

Look, I know how it is. I know what it’s like to lose your  

friends, because you're different. But I also know that..One 

person can change everything.And you just have to open up to 

them.How did you know you could trust the people you have 

been talked to? 

Jannet   : I didn’t.   

Lorraine : Sometimes I got hurt. And it took a long time, but..  finally 

found someone who believed me. 

Jannet   : What did you do then? 

Lorraine  : I married him. 

Jannet : I'm just so tired. I can’t sleep here. I used to go to the medical 

at school. And they let me sleep there. Because I was so worn 

out. But now I can’t even do that. Everyone’s afraid of me. I 

got no friends. No place I can go to. It makes me feel like I'm 

not normal. You know, whatever’s  doing this to you.. 
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Peggy    : Bill Wilkins died,  right here. 

Ed Warren  : Where’d you get it from? 

Peggy    : My ex-husband bought all the furniture with the house when 

we moved in. 

Ed warren   : If you don’t mind me asking, is your ex-husband still in the 

picture? 

Peggy    : No. 

Ed warren   : Sorry to hear that. Is there any chance of reconciliation? 

Peggy : He had twins with a woman from around the corner. I’m 

gonna take that as a "no". 

Ed warren  : Well it's coming from behind me. Like I’m being used. Does 

it ever say things, just to you? That only you can hear? What is 

it saying?n It says it wants to hurt you. 

Jannet  : well 

Ed warren  :So what do you think Bill? We’ve given you your privacy. 

Jannet   : Now come on out and talk to us. <i> Here I come.. </i> 

Ed warren  : Am I talking to the spirit that is  oppressing this family? And 

I’ve come to put a stop to it. Do you know who I am? 

Jannet    : Ed..  Eddie..Edward. </i> 

Ed  warren   :Ed, is fine. 

Jannet   :<i> Your father called you "Edward". </i> 

Ed warren  : Not true. My father called me Ed,  just like everybody else. 

Come on Bill, you're  

not psychiatrist.. and I’m not here to talk about my father. Let’s 

get down to business, 

jannet   : what do you say?  

Ed warren  : Why don’t you just leave  these people alone? 

Jannet   : <i> Because this is my house. </i> 

Ed warren  : It’s not your house. 
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Jannet : <i> Yes, it is. </i> <i> I’ve come here to see my family </i> 

<i> but they’re not here now. </i> 

Ed warren  : That’s because you're dead. If your family did lived here, 

they’re long gone now. 

Jannet   : <i> Where are they? </i> 

Ed warren  : I don’t know. If I did  maybe I can help you. 

Jannet   : <i> I don’t need your help. </i> 

Ed warren  : Then why don’t you just move on? 

Jannet   : <i> I don’t believe in that. </i> 

Ed warren  : Why not? What would be so wrong  with going to Heaven? 

Jannet   : <i> I.. I'm not a heaven man. </i> 

Ed warren  : Well I’ve got news for you Bill.. See, I don’t care what you 

believed in. You see this? 

Jannet :<i> Help! Me.. let.. go.. </i> <i> Help! It.. let.. go.. </i> <i> 

Are you sensing a presence? </i> 

Ed warren  : No, just the opposite,  I’m not sensing anything. 

 

Maurice Grosse  :That would explain the multiple personalities and.. 

hallucinations.That doesn’t feel right either. 

Annita : I can’t explain it, in my heart,  it’s telling me to believe them. 

I heard that voice, with my own ears. But all I can sense is their 

own fear. I can’t seem to see beyond that.  

Jannet    : I don’t think I can sleep this far away from you. 

Peggy   : Well you’re gonna. 

Jannet   :I’ll give you something to look  forward to when we get home. 

Peggy   :Oh love, I wish you  wouldn’t do that! 

Jannet : It helps me sleep. At least I know I'm not going anywhere. I 

didn’t smoke, mom. 

Peggy   : Hey? 
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Jannet : That day with Camilla at school. I was holding the cigarette, 

but I wasn’t going to take a puff, I swear. I just wanted to look  

cool in front of her It’s stupid. 

Peggy   : Oh, love! I’m sorry I didn’t believed you. Oh God! 

Jannet   : Help! Help! 

Peggy   : Janet? Oh my God! Janet? 

Jannet   :Help! 

Peggy   :Janet! 

-jannet   : Mom! Help, get me out. There is somebody in here. 

Peggy   : I can’t open it! 

Jannet   : Mom, help me! 

Lorraine    :  What’s going on? 

Peggy   : There is someone in there with Janet. I can’t get it open! 

Ed warren  : Get the key!  Go!  

Lorraine  : Janet, hold on!  We’re coming! 

Jannet   : <i> Help me! </i> 

Peggy : Come on! Janet, we’re coming. It’s ok. Janet! Take it off me.  

Please take it off! My God! It was someone in here! I saw it 

with me own eyes. He did this to my girl. his is the bite where 

Janet received the first night. It has faded a bit here,  but you 

can still make it out. 

Annita : Everything she said is true. All public information, by the 

way. She could have heard the whole story  from a neighbor. 

And what about the claim that Janet has  been teleporting 

around the house in her sleep? About as valid as the claims of 

her levitating off her bed. Were any of you there. 

Lorraine  :when it happened? 

Annita    :No, but I have pictures of that too. 

Peggy   :  Yeah, there you go. 

Annita :I set my camera up  in the girls' room and then I went 

downstairs  with the remote control and fire it off whenever  I 
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heard any commotion. I have to admit, well her knees are 

bend.. the upright position of her body,looks like she is just 

jumping. 

Peggy : What are you saying? You were there last  night, you saw 

with your own eyes. 

Annita  : Well.. Peggy was the one who saw someone attacking Janet. 

But she teleported herself into a room locked from the outside 

for goodness sake!  

Margaret   : Mom, help me, please! Mom, please! Mom, help me! Help! 

Peggy : For God’s sake, leave us alone! Margaret? Margaret, no! 

Margaret, come on honey.  Come on. 

Margaret  :  Mom? What is happening? 

Peggy   : Come on let’s get out. Go to Peggy’s house! 

Margaret   : Are you not coming? 

Peggy   :  I can't leave Janet. No, Janet! 

Margaret   : Mom! 

Mate : I don’t understand it, I mean first you said it's not real.. Now 

it is. Our sight are being blocked by the inhuman spirit. 

Ed warren : The old man’s spirit, couldn’t break though until we left that 

house. Everything they have experienced has been a 

manifestation of that demonic. 

Lorraine :The old, the crooked man, are just facade, trying to keep us 

from seeing the real evil in that house. In my vision, he wanted 

to help  me  but he was too afraid. And he kept speaking in a 

kind of riddle. Something like.. .I am given and I am taken, I 

was there, at your first breath. You didn’t asked for me. But I 

will follow you until your death. Your name..you didn’t asked 

for it, it was given when you were born. That’s it! Knowing the 

demon’s name.gives us power over it, and we can cast it out. 

Yeah. Sure, but don’t  know it’s name. Or maybe we do. Why 

else would he gave us that clue? 

Ed warren  : He must think that we knew it somehow. 

Mate   : So what do you do now?  
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Ed warren : An inhuman spirit powerful enough to cloud Lorraine’s sight 

is more than a match for me. We need to bring Janet to the 

Church before it kills her. 

Ed warren  :Janet! Margaret? 

Peggy   : Oh thank God you’re here, Janet is in there. 

Lorraine  :  Ed, are you okay? 

Ed warren  : Yes. I'm gonna go around the back. 

Lorraine   : No, Ed! No! 

Ed warren   : - Peggy, stay here.  

Lorraine  :  No, no.. Wait in the car with the kids. Wait... 

Ed waren   : Janet! 

Lorraine  : Get in the car. Come on, come on! You too Peggy, come on! 

Ed warren   :Come on! 

Lorraine  : Ed! It won’t open. 

Mate   :  Let me try. Shit! We have to break it down! 

 

Lorraine  :  Wait, Vic will be right back. 

Ed warren   : I can’t wait!  

Lorraine   : I’m going on to her. No, Ed don't! Stop! You can’t fight this 

alone. 

Ed warren   : She needs our help. 

Lorraine : Ed, please! Please just wait for me.. Please wait for me. I 

can’t lose you. I'm so scared. 

Ed warren   : I know.  Me too. But I have to help her. 

Lorraine   :  But what about my vision? 

Ed warren   : I know I made a promise to you honey.. but I have to do this. 

I love you, Lorraine. 

Lorraine   : Don’t go! Ed!   No. No... 

Jannet   :  Help 
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Ed warren  : Janet, where are you? 

Jannet   :  Help! 

Ed warren  : Janet! Janet! 

Jannet   :  Help me! 

Ed warren  :  In the Name of the Father,  and the Son  and the Holy Spirit. 

Lorraine : What’s your name? What’s.. What’s your name? I do know 

your name. I asked you. Tell me who you are! And you told 

me.. You told me your name. And I wrote it down! I need my 

Bible. 

Peggy   : Why? What’s happening? What? 

Lorraine  : The demon’s name gives us power over it. V-A-L-A-K  

Valak. 

Ed warren  : Janet! 

Lorraine   : Let me through! 

Mate   :  Lorraine No, wait!  I'm going in. Let me go in! Lorraine! 

Lorraine  : Ed! 

Lorraine  : Oh my God! No! Janet!  Ed! 

Ed warren   : Lorraine! 

Lorraine   : Your name gives me dominion over you, Demon. And I do 

know your name. 

You are Valak The difiler. The profane. The marquis of snakes. 

In the name of the Father,  the Son and the Holy spirit. I 

condemn you back to Hell!   

Ed warren   : no 

Lorraine :   I have you. Dear God.  Janet!    Oh my gosh  Alright!.  Ed, 

are you okay? 

Ed warren  :  Check on her. 

Lorraine  : Janet? Oh my God! Is she alright? 

Mate   : I'll call an ambulance. Sit up. 
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Ed :  you go, take a big deep breath. Take a deep breath. There you 

go. He'll be fine. She looked alright.  You saved her. 

Jannet   : No. 

Ed warren  : You saved us. 

Lorraine : Didn’t I tell you it was meant to be? But you believed in me.  

I couldn't have done it without you. 

Jannet   : Thanks for coming back for us. 

Ed warren : Come here, sit down.  Sit down.  You know.. This has kept 

me safe since I was a kid. I want you to have it. And when you 

grow up.. You find someone who needs it, you give it to them. 

Deal? I'm so lucky. 

Jannet : You said one person could change everything. But.. I’ve got 

two. 
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